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DECLARATION OF MADRID 
 
In 1977, the World Psychiatric Association approved the Declaration of Hawaii, 
setting out ethical guidelines for the practice of psychiatry. The Declaration was 
subsequently updated in Vienna in 1983. To reflect the impact of changing social 
attitudes and new medical developments on the psychiatric profession, the World 
Psychiatric Association has once again examined and revised some of these ethical 
standards. 
Medicine is both a healing art and a science. The dynamics of this combination are 
best reflected in psychiatry, the branch of medicine that specializes in the care and 
protection of those who are ill and infirm, because of a mental disorder or impairment. 
Although there may be cultural, social and national differences, the need for ethical 
conduct and continual review of ethical standards is universal. 
As practitioners of medicine, psychiatrists must be aware of the ethical implications of 
being a physician, and of the specific ethical demands of the specialty of psychiatry. 
As members of society, psychiatrists must advocate for fair and equal treatment of 
the mentally ill, for social justice and equity for all. 
Ethical behavior is based on the psychiatrist’s individual sense of responsibility 
towards the patient and their judgment in determining what is correct and appropriate 
conduct. External standards and influences such as professional codes of conduct, 
the study of ethics, or the rule of law by themselves will not guarantee the ethical 
practice of medicine. 
Psychiatrists should at all times keep in mind the boundaries of the psychiatrist-
patient relationship, and be guided primarily by the respect for patients and concern 
for their welfare and integrity. 
It is in this spirit that the World Psychiatric Association approved at the General 
Assembly on August 25th, 1996, the following ethical standards that should govern 
the conduct of psychiatrists worldwide. 

1. Psychiatry is a medical discipline concerned with the provision of the best 
treatment for mental disorders, with the rehabilitation of individuals suffering 
from mental illness and with the promotion of mental health. Psychiatrists 
serve patients by providing the best therapy available consistent with accepted 
scientific knowledge and ethical principles. Psychiatrists should devise 
therapeutic interventions that are least restrictive to the freedom of the patient 
and seek advice in areas of their work about which they do not have primary 
expertise. While doing so, psychiatrists should be aware of and concerned 
with the equitable allocation of health resources.  

2. It is the duty of psychiatrists to keep abreast scientific developments of the 
specialty and to convey updated knowledge to others. Psychiatrists trained in 
research should seek to advance the scientific frontiers of psychiatry.  

3. The patient should be accepted as a partner by right in the therapeutic 
process. The psychiatrist-patient relationship must be based on mutual trust 
and respect to allow the patient to make free and informed decisions. It is the 



duty of psychiatrists to provide the patient with relevant information so as to 
empower the patient to come to a rational decision according to personal 
values and preferences.  

4. When the patient is incapacitated and/or unable to exercise proper judgment 
because of a mental disorder, or gravely disabled or incompetent, the 
psychiatrists should consult with the family and, if appropriate, seek legal 
counsel, to safeguard the human dignity and the legal rights of the patient. No 
treatment should be provided against the patient’s will, unless withholding 
treatment would endanger the life of the patient and/or those who surround 
him or her. Treatment must always be in the best interest of the patient.  

5. When psychiatrists are requested to assess a person, it is their duty first to 
inform and advise the person being assessed about the purpose of the 
intervention, the use of the findings, and the possible repercussions of the 
assessment. This is particularly important when the psychiatrists are involved 
in third party situations.  

6. Information obtained in the therapeutic relationship should be kept in 
confidence and used, only and exclusively, for the purpose of improving the 
mental health of the patient. Psychiatrists are prohibited from making use of 
such information for personal reasons, or financial or academic benefits. 
Breach of confidentiality may only be appropriate when serious physical or 
mental harm to the patient or to a third person would ensue if confidentiality 
were maintained; as in case of child abuse in these circumstances, 
psychiatrists, should whenever possible, first advise the patient about the 
action to be taken.  

7. Research that is not conducted in accordance with the canons of science is 
unethical. Research activities should be approved by an appropriately 
constituted ethical committee. Psychiatrists should follow national and 
international rules for the conduct of research. Only individuals properly 
trained for research should undertake or direct it. Because psychiatric patients 
are particularly vulnerable research subjects, extra caution should be taken to 
safeguard their autonomy as well as their mental and physical integrity. Ethical 
standards should also be applied in the selection of population groups, in all 
types of research including epidemiological and sociological studies and in 
collaborative research involving other disciplines or several investigating 
centers.  

 
Guidelines concerning specific situations 
The World Psychiatric Association Ethics Committee’s recognizes the need to 
develop a number of specific guidelines on a number of specific situations. The first 
five were approved by the General Assembly in Madrid, Spain, on August 25, 1996 
and the last by the General Assembly in Hamburg, Germany, on August 8, 1999.  

 Euthanasia: A physician’s duty, first and foremost, is the promotion of health, 
the reduction of suffering, and the protection of life. The psychiatrist, among 
whose patients are some who are severely incapacitated and incompetent to 
reach an informal decision, should be particularly careful of actions that could 
lead to the death of those who cannot protect themselves because of their 
disability. The psychiatrist should be aware that the views of a patient may be 



distorted by mental illness such as depression. In such situations, the 
psychiatrist’s role is to treat the illness.  

 Torture: Psychiatrists shall not take part in any process of mental or physical 
torture, even when authorities attempt to force their involvement in such acts.  

 Death Penalty: Under no circumstances should psychiatrists participate in 
legally authorized executions nor participate in assessments of competency to 
be executed.  

 Selection of Sex: Under no circumstances should a psychiatrist participate in 
decisions to terminate pregnancy for the purpose of sex selection.  

 Organ Transplantation: The role of the psychiatrist is to clarify the issues 
surrounding organ donations and to advise on religious, cultural, social and 
family factors to ensure that informed and proper decisions be made by all 
concerned. The psychiatrists should not act as a proxy decision maker for 
patients nor use psychotherapeutic skills to influence the decision of a patient 
in these matters. Psychiatrists should seek to protect their patients and help 
them exercise self-determination to the fullest extent possible in situations of 
organ transplantation.  

 Psychiatrists addressing the media. The media has a key role in shaping 
the attitudes of the community. In all contacts with the media psychiatrists 
shall ensure that people with mental illness are presented in a manner which 
preserves their dignity and pride, and which reduces stigma and discrimination 
against them. An important role of psychiatrists is to advocate for those people 
who suffer from mental disorders. As the public perception of psychiatrists and 
psychiatry reflects on patients, psychiatrists shall ensure that in their contact 
with the media they represent the profession of psychiatry with dignity. 
Psychiatrists shall not make announcements to the media about presumed 
psychopathology on any individuals. In presenting research findings to the 
media, psychiatrists shall ensure the scientific integrity of the information given 
and be mindful of the potential impact of their statements on the public 
perception of mental illness and on the welfare of people with mental 
disorders.  

 Psychiatrists and discrimination on ethnic or cultural grounds. 
Discrimination by psychiatrists on the basis of ethnicity or culture, whether 
directly or by aiding others is unethical. Psychiatrists shall never be involved or 
endorse, directly or indirectly, any activity related to ethnic cleansing.  

 Psychiatrists and genetic research and counseling. Research on the 
genetic bases of mental disorders is rapidly increasing and more people 
suffering from mental illness are participating in such research. Psychiatrists 
involved in genetic research or counseling shall be mindful of the fact that the 
implication of genetic information are not limited to the individual from whom it 
was obtained and that its disclosure can have negative and disruptive effects 
on the families and communities of the individuals concerned. Psychiatrist 
shall therefore ensure that:  

o People and families who participate in genetic research do so with a 
fully informed consent;  

o Any genetic information in their possession is adequately protected 
against unauthorized access, misinterpretation or misuse;  

o Care is taken in communication with patients and families to make clear 
that current genetic knowledge is incomplete and may be altered by 
future findings.  



Psychiatrists shall only refer people to facilities for diagnostic genetic testing if 
that facility has:  

o Demonstrated satisfactory quality assurance, procedures for such 
testing;  

o Adequate and easily accessible resources for genetic counseling. 
Genetic counseling with regard to family planning or abortion shall be 
respectful of the patients’ value system, while providing sufficient 
medical and psychiatric information to aid patients make decisions they 
consider best for them.  

 
 
FOUR ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC ETHICAL GUIDELINES 

 
1) ETHICS OF PSYCHOTHERAPY IN MEDICINE 

Medical treatments of any nature should be administered under the provisions 
of good practice guidelines regarding their indications, effectiveness, safety, 
and quality control. Psychotherapy, in its broadest sense, is an accepted 
component of many medical interactions . In a more specific and restricted 
sense, psychotherapy utilizes techniques involving verbal and non-verbal 
communication and interaction to achieve specified treatment goals in the care 
of specific disorders. Psychiatrists providing specific forms of psychotherapy 
must have appropriate training in such techniques. The general guidelines that 
apply to any medical treatment also apply to specific forms of psychotherapy 
in regard to its indications and outcomes, positive or negative. The 
effectiveness of psychotherapy and its place in a treatment plan are important 
subjects for both researchers and clinicians. Psychotherapy by psychiatrists is 
a form of treatment for mental and other illnesses and emotional problems. 
The treatment approach utilized is determined in concert by the doctor and 
patient and/or the patient's family and/or guardians following a careful history 
and examination employing all relevant clinical and laboratory studies. The 
approach employed should be specific to the disease and patient's needs and 
sensitive to personal, familial, religious and cultural factors. It should be based 
on sound research and clinical wisdom and have the purpose of removing, 
modifying or retarding symptoms or disturbed patterns of behavior. It should 
promote positive adaptations including personal growth and development.  
Psychiatrists and other clinicians responsible for a patient have to ensure that 
these guidelines are fully applied. Therefore, the psychiatrist or other 
delegated qualified clinician, should determine the indications for 
psychotherapy and follow its development . In this context the essential notion 
is that the treatment is the consequence of a diagnosis and both are medical 
acts performed to take care of an ill person. These two levels of decisions, 
interventions and responsibilities are similar to other situations in clinical 
medicine, however this does not exclude other interventions such as 
rehabilitation which can be administered by non-medical personnel. 



6. Like any other treatment in medicine, the prescription of psychotherapy 
should follow accepted guidelines for obtaining informed consent prior 
to the initiation of treatment as well as updating it in the course of 
treatment if goals and objectives of treatment are modified in a 
significant way.  

7. If clinical wisdom, long standing and well-established practice patterns 
(this takes into consideration cultural and religious issues) and scientific 
evidence suggest potential clinical benefits to combining medication 
treatment with psychotherapy this should be brought to the patient’s 
attention and fully discussed.  

8. Psychotherapy explores intimate thoughts, emotions and fantasies, and 
as such may engender intense transference and counter-transference. 
In a psychotherapy relationship the power is unequally shared between 
the therapist and patient, and under no circumstances shall the 
psychotherapist use this relationship to personal advantage or 
transgress the boundaries established by the professional relationship.  

9. At the initiation of psychotherapy, the patient shall be advised that 
information shared and health records will be kept in confidence except 
where the patient gives specific informed consent for release of 
information to third parties, or where a court order may require the 
production of records. The other exception is where there is a legal 
requirement to report certain information as in the case of child abuse.  

 
2) CONFLICT OF INTEREST IN RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY 

Although most organizations and institutions, including the WPA, have rules 
and regulations governing their relationship with industry and donors, 
individual physicians are often involved in interactions with the pharmaceutical 
industry, or other granting agencies that could lead to ethical conflict In these 
situations psychiatrists should be mindful of and apply the following guidelines. 

10. The practitioner must diligently guard against accepting gifts that could 
have an undue influence on professional work.  

11. Psychiatrists conducting clinical trials are under an obligation to 
disclose to the Ethics Review Board and their research subjects their 
financial and contractual obligations and benefits related to the sponsor 
of the study. Every effort should be made to set up review boards 
composed of researchers, ethicists and community representatives to 
assure the rights of research subjects are protected.  

12. Psychiatrists conducting clinical trials have to ensure that their patients 
have understood all aspects of the informed consent. The level of 
education or sophistication of the patient is no excuse for bypassing this 
commitment. If the patient is deemed incompetent the same rules 
would apply in obtaining informed consent from the substitute decision 
maker. Psychiatrists must be cognizant that covert commercial 
influence on the trial design, promotion of drugs trials without scientific 
value, breach of confidentiality, and restrictive contractual clauses 
regarding publication of results may each in different ways encroach 
upon the freedom of science and scientific information.  



 
3) CONFLICTS ARISING WITH THIRD PARTY PAYERS 

The obligations of organizations toward shareholders or the administrator 
regarding maximization of profits and minimization of costs can be in conflict 
with the principles of good practice Psychiatrists working in such potentially 
conflicting environments, should uphold the rights of the patients to receive the 
best treatment possible.  

13. In agreement with the UN Resolution 46/119 of the “Principles for the 
Protection of Persons with Mental Illness, psychiatrists should oppose 
discriminatory practices which limit their benefits and entitlements, deny 
parity curb the scope of treatment, or limit their access to proper 
medications for patients with a mental disorder.  

14. Professional independence to apply best practice guidelines and clinical 
wisdom in upholding the welfare of the patient should be the primary 
considerations for the psychiatrist. It is also the duty of the psychiatrist 
to protect the patient privacy and confidentiality as part of preserving 
the sanctity and healing potential of the doctor-patient relationship.  

 
4) VIOLATING THE CLINICAL BOUNDARIES AND TRUST BETWEEN 
PSYCHIATRISTS AND PATIENTS 

The psychiatrist-patient relationship may be the only relationship that permits 
an exploration of the deeply personal and emotional space, as granted by the 
patient. Within this relationship, the psychiatrist’s respect for the humanity and 
dignity of the patient builds a foundation of trust that is essential for a 
comprehensive treatment plan. The relationship encourages the patient to 
explore deeply held strengths, weaknesses, fears, and desires, and many of 
these might be related to sexuality. Knowledge of these characteristics of the 
patient places the psychiatrist in a position of advantage that the patient allows 
on the expectation of trust and respect. Taking advantage of that knowledge 
by manipulating the patient’s sexual fears and desires in order to obtain sexual 
access is a breach of the trust, regardless of consent. In the therapeutic 
relationship, consent on the part of the patient is considered vitiated by the 
knowledge the psychiatrists possesses about the patient and by the power 
differential that vests the psychiatrist with special authority over the patient. 
Consent under these circumstances will be tantamount to exploitation of the 
patient. 
 
The latent sexual dynamics inherent in all relationships can become manifest 
in the course of the therapeutic relationship and if they are not properly 
handled by the therapist can produce anguish to the patient. This anguish is 
likely to become more pronounced if seductive statements and inappropriate 
non-verbal behavior are used by the therapist. Under no circumstances, 
therefore, should a psychiatrist get involved with a patient in any form of 
sexual behavior, irrespective of whether this behavior is initiated by the patient 
or the therapist. 


